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Design studio critiques are key moments for students' learning and designing
processes. During critiques, the representational ecosystem provides a setting for
the critique to unfold. Tutors and students, while presenting and discussing
students' designs, interact with each other and the representational ecosystem. In
this article, a case study illustrates our method to measure the effect of a change
of representational ecosystem on the critiques' activity. Our three settings include
traditional desk critiques, 1/50 scale mockup critiques and immersive Virtual
Reality critiques (with HYVE-3D). Each type of critique is analyzed by using
video coding as well as protocol analysis.

Keywords: studio critiques , representational ecosystem , protocol analysis,
pedagogic strategies, cognitive behavior

INTRODUCTION
Thedesign studio is a cornerstone in architectural ed-
ucation. Its pedagogic format fosters a learning-by-
doing situation. The studio organization focuses on a
designing task, where students develop a project to
answer design requirements, synthesized in the de-
sign brief set by tutors. Design critiques and juries
are milestones in the students’ design development
and learning process. Design representations act as
a designing tool while students work individually on
their project, and as a communicational and design-
ing tool when they present and discuss their design

with tutors during studio hours. In this article, we
explore the effect of the use of three different rep-
resentational ecosystems on tutors and students in-
teractions, manipulation of representations and cog-
nitive design behaviors during studio critiques. A
representational ecosystem includes all the types of
external representations produced or used during a
design activity (Dorta et al. 2016). The first repre-
sentational ecosystem we studied is the traditional
desk critique, where students bring printed draw-
ings, sketches, and 3D models; the second one is
a large scale mockup critique (scale 1/50) and the
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last one is a critique set in the HYVE-3D (Dorta et al.
2014), which is an immersive scale 1 representational
ecosystem.

Systems using Virtual Reality or interactive Aug-
mented Reality tabletops are increasingly brought
into design studios (Angulo 2015; Dorta et al. 2016;
Schubert et al 2016; Sopher et al. 2017) but there is
a lack of empirical research to study the impacts of
such an alteration of the design space. In this arti-
cle, we make a first step to fill that gap by propos-
ing an illustrated methodology to study the effect of
a change in the representational ecosystem (here a
1/50 scale model and HYVE-3D). We specifically fo-
cus on its impact on three key elements that define
design studio critiques: its format (pedagogic strate-
gies and feedback), its content (design cognitive be-
havior) and interactions with its settings (representa-
tional ecosystem). Pedagogic strategies are molds to
convey design knowledge during critiques. In it, the
center of activity is akin to design itself since tutors
might demonstrate how to reframe a problem to try
a new solution (see for example Petra and Quist in
Schön 1985). Design representations, embedded in
the representational ecosystem, act as materials for
reflexive conversations (Schön 1992) during the cri-
tique. Our three key elements are connected and of-
fer a global approach to better grasp what happens
during design studio critiques. Our methodology,
based on in situ observations and protocol analyses
(Ericsson&Simon1984), proposes a framework to an-
alyze whether the use of different representational
ecosystems impacts how the critique unfolds. Our
case study of six students, comparing three critiques
settings, will highlight their differences and similari-
ties regarding each element.

PEDAGOGICSTRATEGIESANDFEEDBACKS
DURING DESIGN CRITIQUES
The design critiques create situations and design ex-
perienceswhere students build their designerlyways
of knowing by seeing their tutors designing, reflect-
ing on their design and proposing new solutions.
Collaboration is promoted in the studios and gives

students anopportunity to co-construct their design-
ing skills. Tutors act as coaches (Adams et al. 2016)
to provide suitable feedback to help students bridge
the gap between the design knowledge they need to
reach their goal and their current design knowledge.
The literatureon tutors‘ typeof feedbackor strategies
during studio critiques is rich (Adams et al. 2016; Car-
doso et al. 2016; Cennamo & Brandt 2012; Dannels &
Martin 2008; Goldschmidt et la. 2010; Heylighen et
al. 1999; Marbouti et al. 2017; Schön 1985; Uluoglu
2000; Yilmaz & Daly 2016). Based on our literature re-
view, we propose a classification of tutors’ feedback
types into four main categories : scaffolding implies
reasoning, questioning and reflecting on a design is-
sue, explaining / instructing illustrates a descriptive
and explicit approach of discussing a design issue,
demonstrating / proposing involves the formulation
of new ideas, changes in the design and suggesting
/ exploring calls for experimentations and opening
the design process (Table 1). For our study, we an-
alyzed if a change in the representational ecosystem
impacted the use of each of those feedback strate-
gies.

DESIGN COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR DURING
DESIGN CRITIQUES
The content of feedback during the critique focuses
on design as a process or as an object. Tutors may
point out a problem in students design and engage
in a design activity to demonstrate how to resolve it
or explain why a part of the design is problematic.
The content of feedback is of interest while studying
critiques because they convey design knowledge. A
general way to describe design knowledge is given
by the Function Behavior Structure ontology (Gero
1990). The FBS framework represents six design is-
sues: a Requirement (R) includes the design brief
and is outside of the designer, a Function (F) is what
the design object is for, a Behavior (Be) represents
an expected behavior of the design object, a Struc-
ture (S) is an element or a structure of elements of
the design object, a Behavior (Bs) is a behavior de-
rived from a structure and a Description (D) is an ex-
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Table 1
Description of four
categories of
feedbacks during
design critiques
based on a
literature review

ternal representation of the design object. The FBS
framework accounts a total of eight cognitive design
processes showing transitions between the six de-
sign issues: Formulation, Synthesis, Analysis, Evalu-
ation, Documentation, Reformulation 1, Reformula-
tion 2 and Reformulation 3, as showed in Figure 1
(Gero 1990; Gero & Kannengiesser 2004). The FBS
framework provides a theoreticalmodel of design ac-
tivities that can be mapped onto the studio critique
to analyze tutors and students cognitive design be-
haviors (Gero& Jiang2016;Milovanovic&Gero2018).

Figure 1
FBS framework
(source Gero 1990;
Gero &
Kannengiesser,
2004)
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In this study, we explored how a change in the rep-
resentational ecosystem impacted the occurrences
anddistributionof FBSdesignprocesses aswell as tu-
tor / student interactions while designing.

REPRESENTATIONAL ECOSYSTEM TO SUP-
PORT DESIGN CRITIQUES
Feedback are delivered within the representational
ecosystem. During the critiques, it sets a designing
and learning environment. Tutors and students act
on it, manipulate representations while presenting
and discussing potential design issues. According
to Dorta et al. (2016), this ecosystem should have
four qualities: support hybrid representations, which
means that it should include physical and digital rep-
resentations; integrate multiple types of representa-
tions (2D, 3D, animations); includemultiple scales, ar-
chitectural scales and an immersive scale 1 represen-
tation; and foster an intuitive co-design situation. An-
other characteristic to be added is a synchronization
of the design representations, to offer an updated
holistic perception of the project. It implies that rep-
resentations forming the representational ecosystem
are connected to each other. Five different character-
istics defined the ecosystem, which we can synthe-
size into materiality, dimensions, scales, interactions
and synchronization. In our analysis, design critiques
occurred in threedifferent settingswithdifferent rep-
resentational ecosystem characteristics that are fur-
ther developed in the data description section.

Basedonour observations of studio critiques, we
identified several actions tutors and students take to
create or interact with design representations. Rep-
resentation are pointed out to refer to a special ele-
ment of the design. Tutors and students might gen-
erate a physical representation by drawing on a pa-
per or tearing down a part of the mockup. If a digital
model of the projectwas brought for the critique, the
design space can be navigated bywalk through or fly
over. Some authors like, Visser (2009), noted the im-
portance of gesture during design meetings and we
also observed occurrences of spatial gesture to rep-
resent or explain a spatial quality of students design
project.

RESEARCHQUESTIONS
In the light of the description of each of our three
key elements, we can refine the research questions
we introduced. Our comparative study aims to tackle
the following: Does a change in the representational
ecosystem affect tutors’ feedback strategies and stu-
dents reactions to feedbacks? Does a change in the
representational ecosystem impact tutors and stu-
dents’ cognitive design behavior? Does a change in
the representational ecosystem have an effect on tu-
tors and students’ actions on and interactions with
design representations?

METHODOLOGY
In our study, the protocol analysis method (Erics-
son & Simon 1984; Gero & Mc Neill 1998), is ex-
ploited to study how the critique unfold. Each cri-
tique was video recorded to be further analyzed. We
used two levels of coding for our dataset. The first
level of coding focuses on feedback types and actors
interactions with the representational environment.
Videos are directly coded with four types of feed-
backs (scaffolding, explaining / instructing, demon-
strating / proposing and suggesting / exploring) and
four types of interactions with the representational
ecosystem (pointing, navigating, generating a phys-
ical representation and spatial gesture) using Atlas.ti
software. The second level of coding focuses on de-
sign cognitive behavior. This analysis is at a finer
grain and is based on the verbal transcripts of the
design critiques. Each transcribed protocol is seg-
mented and encoded with one of the six FBS de-
sign issues (Requirement, Function, expected Behav-
ior, Structure, Behavior form structure and Descrip-
tion). For both level of coding, protocols are also
coded with the speakers, either tutor or student. The
double coding gives more information on actors’ in-
teractions during the critique. For example, it reveals
if design processes are constructed by a single actor
or co-constructedbetween tutors and students. Each
video and transcribed protocol was coded twice sev-
eral weeks apart, by the same researcher, to ensure
more reliability. The two versions of each protocol
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were compared and arbitratedwhen a different code
was associated with the same verbalization.

DATA DESCRIPTION
A case study with six students was conducted within
two master architectural design studios selected
at the Graduate School of Architecture of Nantes
(France).

Figure 2
Three
representational
ecosystems tested
for critiques

We studied three different representational ecosys-
tems, with two students for each setting. In the first
studio, we observed the desk critique setting as well
as the mockup critique setting (Fig.2a and 2b). Stu-
dents had to design an hybrid public equipment in
the Parisian suburb, that includes a city museum, a
sports and spa center and co-working spaces. From
the beginning of the studio, it was required for stu-
dents to build a 1/50 scale mockup of the site so
students could experience design critiques in that
setting. Our case study includes two desk critiques
(week 7 out of 14 studio weeks) and twomockup cri-
tiques (week 10 out of 14 studioweeks) from that stu-
dio. The two other cases of our dataset are HYVE-
3D critiques (Fig.2c). A two-day workshop was or-
ganized with a few students of the second master
studio in order for them and the tutor to learn how
to use the HYVE-3D (in collaboration with the LID
lab in Bordeaux, France and the Hybridlab in Mon-
treal, Canada). The design brief was also a hybrid
program including a museum and a hotel situated
in Palm Springs, California, to explore Jacques Tati’s
filmmaking world. At the end of the two days’ work-
shop, students presented their project in the HYVE-
3D. The workshop took place during week 7, out of
the 14-week long studio.

The specificities of our three settings can be
described based on the representational ecosystem
characteristicswedefined (Table 2). Thedesk critique
is a traditional setting where students brings plans
and sections, printed or hand sketched. The mockup
critiques focusmainly on themockup itself but some
students also brought plans and sketches. TheHYVE-
3D critiques are immersive since the device offers a
180° screen. Actors can navigate the virtual space
with the 3D cursor, which also serves as a 2D sketch-
ing interface (Dorta et al. 2015).

RESULTS
Feedbacks strategies
Basedon thevideoanalysiswithAtlas.ti, weextracted
the time spend by tutors formulating each of the four
types of feedback: scaffolding, explaining / instruct-
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Table 2
Description of the
characteristics of
each setting used in
our case study

ing, demonstrating / proposing and suggesting / ex-
ploring (Fig. 3a). Students‘ reactions to feedback
were also coded with the same categories (Fig.3b).
Moments where the current project was described
are not coded. For all the critiques, tutors spent be-
tween 60 and 90% of their time speaking, formulat-
ing feedback on students’ design (Fig.3a). The dis-
tribution of the feedback types varies across the cri-
tiques. In this dataset, no trend appears concern-
ing the effect of the representation of the ecosys-
tem of tutors‘ feedback formulation. Students spend
most of their time speaking, presenting their project.
The most active students spend around 20% of their
time reacting to feedback with similar strategies as
tutors’, and the less active between 5 and 10%of their
time (Fig. 3b). We can notice that the two students

from the HYVE-3D critiques are part of the most ac-
tive ones in terms of feedback reactions.

Interactions with design representations
Concerning actors’ interactions with design repre-
sentations, we can see that the time spent speaking
while interacting with design representations varies
from 25% of the time (HYVE_3D critique 2) to 57% of
the time (Desk Critique 2) (Fig.4). For desk critiques
and mockup critiques, pointing is the prevailing in-
teractions. For HYVE-3D critiques, pointing is not as
dominant as for the other setting. Navigation was
mainly used in the HYVE-3D critiques. Generating
a new representation (in our case by sketching) oc-
curred only in two critiques, one in the HYVE-3D and
one in the desk critiques.

Figure 3
(a) normalized
distribution of
tutors’ feedback
strategies for each
critiques (b)
normalized
distribution of
students’ feedback
reactions for each
critiques
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Figure 4
Normalized
distribution of
actors’ interaction
with representation
for each critiques

Cognitive design behavior
To study cognitive design behavior, we exploited the
FBS framework and first order Markov models to re-
veal design patterns specific to our dataset. Critiques
conversations were transcribed and codedwith both
FBS design issues - Requirements (R), Function (F), ex-
pected Behavior (Be), Behavior from structure (Bs),
Structure (S), Description (D) - and the actor speaking
- tutor or student. Each protocol was coded twice for
better reliability. Since coding was time-consuming,
wewere able to analyze only three students’ protocol
for this study, one for each representational ecosys-
tem. The distribution of the design issues for a ses-
sion gives a description of the nature of the design
activity (Kan & Gero 2017).

The normalized distribution of design issues per
actor for our three critiques is represented in Fig-
ure 5. Behavior derived from structure (Bs) is always
dominant, for both tutors and students for every cri-
tiques. The distribution of design issues formulated
by students is similar for each representational en-
vironment except for Function (F) and expected Be-
havior (Be). For those two design issues, the student
from the desk critique formulated twice as much as
the other two. Concerning tutors’ distribution of de-

sign issues, we notice more variation than for stu-
dents. The tutor from the desk critique shows amore
balanced distribution of design issues than the other
two tutors. For the tutor from the mockup critique,
Behaviors, either expected or derived from structures
(Be / Bs), are the dominant design issues. Behaviors
from structure (Bs) and Structure (S) are prevailing for
the tutor from the Hyve-3D critique.

Figure 5
Normalized
distribution of
design issues per
actor for each
critiques

The interest in using thefirst orderMarkovmodel
to analyze our data set is to reveal its design pat-
terns (Kan & Gero 2010; Milovanovic & Gero 2018;
Yu & Gero 2016). The Markov model offers a quan-
titative probabilistic description of the design transi-
tions, that mapped onto FBS design processes. For
each critique, we can capture qualitative information
on the probability a design transition will occur. In-
deed, a first order Markovmodel shows the probabil-
ity of transitioning fromagiven state to another state
(in our case design issues). The Markov analysis pro-
duces a probability matrix based on the sequence of
event states in our data set. The sequence is given
by the actor and the FBS design issue. In our data,
12 states are described, that are associated to design
issues (one of the 6 design issues from the FBS on-
tology) and actors (tutors or students). The transition
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Figure 6
Representation of
main design issue
transitions based
on their probability:
(a) Desk critique, (b)
Mockup critique, (c)
HYVE-3D critique

probability varies between 0 and 1. Transitions with
a high probability (above the selected threshold of
0.17, two times the randomprobability) are represen-
tative of the most probable design transitions from
the starting design issue.

Figure 6 represents design issue transitions with
the highest probability for each type of critique. The
diagram shows transitions that are formulated by a
single actor, either tutors or students, as well as tran-
sitions that are co-constructed. Moreover, we dis-
tinguished two spaces within the design space : the
problem space that includes Requirements (R), Func-
tion (F), and expected Behavior (Be); and the solu-
tion space that includes Behavior from structure (Bs),
Structure (S) and Description (D). Designing entails a
navigation of the problem and solution space, which

co-evolve across time (Dorst & Cross 2001; Maher
& Poon 1996). In the graphic representation of the
Markov transitions in Figure 6, we can notice when
design processes occur within a single space or show
a transition from the problem space to the solution
space and reversely.

Most design transitions in our data set are solo
constructed, either by the student or by the tutor. For
each critique, only one or two co-constructed tran-
sitions’ probabilities are above our threshold, from
a student’s formulated design issue to a tutor’s de-
sign issue (Fig.6). Transitions occurredmainly in a sin-
gle space, the solution space or the problem space,
or show a shift from the problem space to the so-
lution space. We observe more transitions from the
problem space to the solution space in the desk cri-
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tiques when the tutor leads the critique’s activity
(Fig.6a). Students from the desk critique (Fig.6a) and
themockup critique (Fig.6b) have similar design tran-
sition patterns, whereas the student from the HYVE-
3D critique (Fig.6c) shows different ones. Tutors from
the mockup critique (Fig.6b) and the HYVE-3D cri-
tique (Fig.6c) have similar design transitions patterns.
In the desk critique (Fig.6a), some similar design tran-
sitions appear but we can see that the activity is
mainly situated in the problem space or going to-
ward the problem space.

DISCUSSION, LIMITS AND PERSPECTIVES
Our results illustrate differences regarding the typeof
feedback formulated by tutors, although it does not
seem tobe related to the representational ecosystem
used. Students‘ reaction to feedback, on the other
hand, are more dynamics in the HYVE-3D critiques
than during the other critiques. That could be a sign
that this setting is more engaging for students to
participate. Previous studies showed how the HYVE-
3D environment fosters collaboration during design
studios that relates to our observations (Dorta et al.
2012). The type of interactions with the design rep-
resentations differs depending on the critique rep-
resentational ecosystem, especially for the HYVE-3D
critiques. In the HYVE-3D, actors did not point at rep-
resentations as much as in the other settings, which
could be a consequence of being immersed in the
representation. We found similarities and differences
in the dominant design cognitive processes occur-
ring during critiques. In a study, Yu and Gero (2016)
showed how the use of a differentmodeling environ-
ment for solo design sessions impacted on the occur-
rence of design processes. In our case, we also found
differences in the occurrence of main design pro-
cesses but that can hardly be connected to the rep-
resentational environment used. Students’ cognitive
behaviors during the desk critique and the mockup
critique are alike, and different from the students‘
cognitive behavior in theHYVE-3D critiques. That dif-
ference does not match with the difference in tutors’
design cognitive behavior depending on the setting.

We were expecting to observe a richer design inter-
actions through co-constructed design processes in
the HYVE-3D critiques but co-constructed processes
were not the most probable in our case study.

Our sample is small to infer any general conclu-
sions on the impact of the use of different setting on
feedback strategies, actors’ interactions with design
representations or specific design patterns. Tutors
and students form the HYVE-3D critiques only used
this representational ecosystem for a limited time, so
its manipulation is not as seamless as the desk cri-
tique setting or the mockup setting. For that rea-
son, the results presented in our study are to be taken
carefully. Nonetheless, this case study illustrates the
complexity and diversity of the designing and learn-
ing activity during critiques. Actors’ behavior dur-
ing the critiques was different but we need a wider
study to better grasp if those changes are correlated
with the representational ecosystem used. Design
critique, similarly to design itself, is a situated activity,
actor-dependent and evolving through time. The sit-
uatedness of design critiques affects tutors and stu-
dents’ behavior during critiques that can also be a
reason for changes in theway feedback are delivered
anddesigning unfold. Our futureworkwill consist on
conveying similar analysis using the samemethodol-
ogy on a bigger sample, and better training for ex-
periential settings to confirm trends that appeared in
the presented case study.
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